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PREFACE
The Firefighters' Integrated Response Equipment System (FIRES) program was
conducted by the Advanced Development Department of the Grumman Aerospace Cor-
poration, under a contract jointly sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, and the United
States Fire Administration (USFA). The program consists of three phases. Phase 1A
led to the preliminary design of a prototype system. Phase 1B, the subject of this
report, consists of prototype development, fabrication, and laboratory testing. Phase
2 will proceed through field testing and evaluation of the prototypes, resulting in an
economical, fully-acceptable ensemble and finalized specification.
Project FIRES is a systematic approach toward the development of improved
protection for structural firefighters. The system protects against such hazards as
heat, flame, smoke, toxic fumes, moisture, impact, penetration and electricity. It
also affords improved firefighter performance through increased maneuverability,
lighter burdens, and improved human engineering designs.
This report is presented in four volumes as follows:
• Volume 1 - Program Overview and Summary
• Volume 2 - Protective Ensemble Performance Standards (PEPS)
"Goals for Firefighter Protection"
s	 'Volume 3 - Protective Ensemble Design & Procurement Specification
• Volume 4 -• Prototype Protective Ensemble Qualification Test Report
PRECEDING PAGE GL. NIK
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ABSTRACT
Title:	 Project FIRES Phase 1B Final Report
Author:	 Fred J. Abeles	 i
Text:(Keywords) Firefighters' Protective Clothing, Turnout Gear, Helmets, Faceshields,
Turnout Coats and Pants, Gloves, Boots, Garment Testing, Advanced-
Design Garments, Prototype Protective Garment
(Body)	 In Phase 1A overall performance requirements and evaluation methods
for firefighters protective equipment were established and published
as the Protective Ensemble Performance Standards (PEPS).
Current firefighters protective equipment was tested and evaluated
agavist the PEPS requirements, and the preliminary design of a
prototype protective ensemble was performed.
In Phase 1B the design of the prototype protective ensemble was
finalized. Prototype ensembles were fabricated and then subjected
to a series of qualification tests which were based upon the PEPS
requirements.
Engineering drawings and purchase specifications were prepared
for the new protective ensemble.
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SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
This document presents the prototype protective ensemble design development
`	 report that was generated for Project FIRES. The report is divided into three parts
as follows:
• Part I - Description of Prototype Protective Ensemble. This
section includes a description of each of the subsystems
that make up the protective ensemble along with design
selection rationale. An appendix with supporting technical
data has also been provided.
• Part II - Engineering Drawings for Prototype Protective Ensemble.
Included are a set of detailed engineering drawings which
were used to fabric^:Le the prototype protective ensemble
described in Part I.
• Part III - Specifications for Prototype Protective Ensemble. The
specifications presented were developed using the require-
ments and test method of the Protective Ensemble Perfor-
mance Standard (PEPS) as a guide. However in those
areas that could not be satisfied by the prototype ensemble,
the specification conforms to the capabilities of the proto-
type rather than the requirement of the PEPS.
I
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3PART I
DESCRIPTION OF
THE PROTOTYPE PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
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1. INTRODUCTION
The prototype protective ensemble is described in this section of the report.
References are made to the drawings found in part 11. These drawings have been
prepared in a standard format with a separate parts list, on which the components and
materials are identified. The drawings have been used to fabricate prototype sub-
systems which were tested in Phase I.B. Part III of this report contains the pre-
liminary purchase specifications for the protective ensemble. The purchase speci-
fications are intended to be used for Phase 2 and future procurements.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTECTIVE FNSEMBLE
The protective ensemble is comprised of the following elements:
• Protective garment system
• Self contained breathing system
• Lighting system
• Communication system
In an attempt to optimize the efforts of Project FIRES, recent studies and
developments were incorporated into the program wherever possible. The protective
ensemble was baselined around the use of a commercialized version of the NASA-
developed breathing system, a commercialized version of the NASA developed hand-
held flashlight and a currently available sling-type hand-operated communication
system. Thus, the bulk of the effort was spent on development of the protective
garment system.
PROTECTIVE GARMENT SYSTEM
The protective garment system constitutes the major component of the fire-
fighter's protective ensemble and consists of the following subsystems:
• Head /ear protection subsystem
• Face /eye protection subsystem
• Torso /limbs protection subsystem
• Hand/wrist protection subsystem
• Foot /ankle protective subsystem
1
31.1 HEAD/EAR PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
The head /ear protection subsystem (drawing A61F510, page 37) is composed
of a helmet that fits over a hood that is attached to the torso/limbs protection sub-
system. Utilization of a hood, in addition to providing flame and heat protection,
prevents debris and water from entering the neck and ear areas. The forward por-
tion of the helmet is extended to incorporate stowage of the face /eye protection sys-
tem, so that it is protected when stowed and also when deployed beneath the outer
edge of the helmet.
Retention of the subsystem is accoriplished by use of a chin strap which is
designed to separate if an excessive tensile force is applied.
Testing of current helmets has shown that polycarbonate will soften or melt
when subjected to the thermal requirements of the Protective Ensemble Performance
Standards REPS), whereas glass-reinforced helmets show little or no softening. The
testing has also shown that most existing helmets can meet PEPS apex impact require-
ments, and one can meet about 80% of the PEPS requirements for side impact and
puncture. Complete satisfaction of the PEPS requirements for side impact and punc-
ture could be obtained by incorporation of thicker layers of foam in the liner; however,
this would result in increases in weight and bulk and was deemed too much of a penalty
for the prototype. Thus the present design will meet reduced side impact and punc-
ture criteria.
The construction of the head/ear protection subsystem is as follows:
Outer Shell: Approximately .090 to .125 inches thick, composed of high
temperature thermoplastic or glass reinforced resin weighing
approximately 15 ounces.
Liner:
	
Polyurethane heat-resistant foam approximately 3/4 inch thick
weighing approximately 8 ounces.
Retention Straps and Ancillary Hardware:
All straps and nonmetallics will be made of flame-resistant
materials such as Nomex, treated cotton, etc. All metal hard-
ware will be rust resistant. Approximate weight is 0.8 ounces.
Total Weight: Approximately 31 ounces.
Retail Price: Approximately $70.00
Table 1 summarizes the PEPS and the prototype protection requirements. The
prototype design is then described along with the rationale for the design selection.
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J1.2 FACE /EYE PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
The face /eye protection subsystem ( illustrated in drawing A61F510, page no. 37)
is a full face piece which, in the deployed position, covers the face and eyes, nose
and cheek down to the upper lip. The protector is stowed inside the helmet so that it
will be shielded when not in use. Previous test results have shown that current
polycarbonate face shields are generally good for impact but poor under the heat
requirements of the PEPS. In addition, current face shields offer little or no
abrasion and scratch resistance although reasonably effective coatings are available.
The face /eye protector will therefore be fabricated of a high -temperature impact-
resistant glass that is laminated to a high-impact and high -temperature resistant
thermoplastic (polyethersulfone) . This design combines the scratch and abrasion
resistance of glass with the impact resistance of thermoplastic. Testing of current
face shields have also shown a weakness at the attachment points. The new design
overcomes Vds deficiency by conservative design of the mounting hardware.
The construction of the face/eye protector is as follows:
Material:	 Chemtempered glass backed with polyethersulfone
Thickness:	 1/16 - 1/8  inch
Weight:	 Approximately eight ounces
Retail Price: Approximately $25.00
Table 2 summarizes the PEPS and the prototype requirements. The prototype
design is then described along with the rationale for the design selection.
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1.3 TORSO/LIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
The torso/limbs protection subsystem is provided in two configurations
illustrated in drawing A61F520, page 49. One, the -1 assembly, consists of a short
jacket and bib pants. The other, the -3 assembly, consists of a longer coat and turn-
out pants without a bib. The jacket and coat have detachable hoods which are used
in conjunction with the head/ear protector. In addition, detachable wristlets that fit
over the palms are provided as an option. Velcro closures and snaps for alignment
are used. Five pockets are provided as illustrated in drawing A61F520, page 49.
The pant legs have, as an option, an adjustable seal on the trousers, which works
in conjunction with the foot/ankle protection system. Impact protection is provided
by padding at the knees.
Testing of current torso/limbs protectors ha;, shown that PEPS requirements
can be met in puncture cut, and heat requirements.
In order to enhance comfort, the subsystem used Gore-Tex as the waterproof
liner. This material is a microporous polymeric film of Telfon. The pore size and the
surface tension of the material are such that it allows waiter vapor to pass through
while water droplets will not. The material is thus breathable and waterproof. Liquid
water will not penetrate, but perspiration and air can pass through. Thus the use
of Gore-Tex reduces the possibility of heat exhaustion due to tiie trapping and build-
up of metabolic heat. The film of Gore-Tex is bonded to Nomex pajama check and
forms the middle layer of the garment. This is done to protect the Gore-Tex from
abraision and dirt which degrade its properties.
The construction of the torso/limbs protection subsystem is the following:
Outer:	 Kelvar and Nomex 50/50 intimate blend, or Polybenz-
.	 imidazole (P111) 7.5 ounces/yd 2
Waterbarrier:	 Gore-Tex bonded to Nomex pajama check - 3.5
ounces /yd2
Thermal Liner:	 Nomex quilt, 7.5 ounces /yd 2 (summer)
9.6 ounces /yd 2 (winter)
9
I3
Total Weight:
	 Approximately 6.5 lb
Retail Price:
	 Approximately $275.00 (outer shell of 50/50 Kevlar
Nomex)
Table 3 summarizes the PEPS and the prototype requirements. The prototype
design is then described along with the rationale for the design selection.
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31.4 HAND /WRIST PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
The prototype hand /verist protection subsystem (illustrated in drawing
A61F530, page 58) is comprised of an outer glove or shell that is worn in conjunction
with a wristlet that is attached to the torso/limbs protection subsystem. The wristlet,
in addition to providing added heat, puncture, and cut protection, prevents debris
and water from entering the sleeve and also protects the wrist from flame. The
wristlet is positioned in the process of donning the torso/limbs protector; the
absence of fingers insures no hindrance to rapid donning. Once the torso/limbs
protector is in place, the glove shells are pulled on.
Testing of current hand /wrist protectors has shown puncture resistance of
up to 45 lb and cut resistance of over 20 lb. The best gripping surface is provided
by a rubber-type surface which has, however, low puncture and flame resistance.
Little or no impact resistance is provided; to do so would compromise dexterity. Thus,
in order to assure dexterity, a 38.5 lb puncture protection is provided but no impact
protection will be required. Cut protection of 20 lb is required, which is the maximum
force that can be applied by the cut test apparatus.
Two glove configurations are provided. One, the -1 assembly, includes a
dipped waterproof glove. The other, the -3 assembly, includes a non-waterproof
leather-palmed glove. Although the waterproof glove can meet the electrical re-
quirement of the PEPS, the non-waterproof version can not. The subsystem compo-
"l
nents are described below:
Wristlet:
	 Outer shell:
Water barrier:
Pulse & palm:
Dipped Glove:	 Body:
Cuff:
Total Weight:
Retail Price:
Blend of 50/50 Kevlar/Nomex
Gore-Tex on cotton jersey
Kevlar felt protection
High temperature latex
dipped on cotton jersey over
Kevlar felt
Knit Kevlar
Approximately 6.5 ounces
Approximately $7.50
14
f y
', 3
Leather Palm:	 Body:	 Knit Kevlar and Kevlar felt
with aluminized inner layer
r
Palm Side:	 High-temperature leather facing
E
Total Weight:
	 Approximately 7.5 ounces
Retail Price:
	 Approximately $23
Table 4 summarizes the PEPS and the prototype requirements. The prototype
designs are then described along with the rationale for the design selections.
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31.5 FOOT /ANKLE PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
The foot/ankle protection subsystem (illustrated in Drawing A61F540, page 64)
features an 11 inch molded polyurethane boot with an optional five inch pull-up cuff.
The boots are exceptionally light, weighing 4 lb for size 12 compared to 10.6 lb for
size 12 current equipment. Greater protection is also offered, particularly in the area
of heat protection. For example, during Phase I heat testing under the Class 3 wet
condition, the inside of the urethane boot was 20°F cooler than the traditional rubber
boot.
The construction of the foot /ankle system is as follows:
Outer Skin	 - High temperature flame-retardant poly-
urethane skin sprayed on nomex fabric layer
Insulation layer	 - Flame retardant polyurethane foam
Inner skin	 - Nylon jersey fabric plus polyurethane
Protective features	 - Steel toecap, steel midsole, steel arch
protector.
Total Weight
	
- Approximately 3.4 lb
Retail Price	 - Approximately $75.00
Table 5 summarizes the PEPS and the prototype requirements. The prototype
design is then described along with the justification for the design selection.
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APPENDIX TO PART I
SUPPORTING TECHNICAL DATA
t3
TORSO/LIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
SELECTION OF OUTER SHELL MATERIAL
A'1 of the materials listed below meet the performance requirements for the
prototype protective ensemble. However, they have been ranked on the basis of a
comparison of properties and other criteria presented on pages 24 and 25. In the
initial evaluation, Kevlar/Nomex was ranked first while PBI is ranked fifth. At
the time this report was being prepared, Celanese Corporation was trying to evaluate
marketability of PBI. PBI was re-evaluated on the basis of it being available and at
a price approximately two-thirds greater than Nomex. Under these considerations,
PBI jumps in ranking to share first place with the Kevlar/Nomex blend.
It is recommended that both materials be further evaluated in the field test
during; Phase 2.	 Rank
Re-
Material	 Initial	 Evaluation
F. R. Cotton 4	 5
Nomex 3	 4
Kevlar/Nomex 50/50 1	 1
K evlar 2	 3
PBI 5	 1
TORSO /LIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
SELECTION OF OUTER SHELL MATERIAL
RANKING OF PROPERTIES
(100 = BEST)
Material Puncture	 Cut
Flame
Tearl	Abrasion2	Shrinkage Thermal 3
Acid
Resistance
F.R.  Cotton 40 50 60	 60	 95 70 45
Nomex 80 55 60	 90	 75 90 75
Kevlar/ 80 80 80	 85	 100 95 75
Nomex
Kevlar 100 100 100	 70	 100 95 75
PBI 75 75 75	 100	 100 100 100
Notes:
1. Tongue tear test - Federal Standard 191 Method 5134.
2. Flex abrasion test - Federal Standard 191 Method 5300.1
3. Combined TPP s TSP test - W. E. Behnke, Du Pont Corp.
0
Dyeability
	
Workability
100 100
80 80
50 70
25 35
25 85
3
TORSO/LIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
SELECTION OF OUTER SHELL MATERIAL
RANKING OF SECONDARY PROPERTIES
(100 = BEST)
U
Material
F. R. Cotton
Nomex
Kevlar /Nomex
Kevlar
PBI
Overall
Availability Price Ranking
100 100 4
100 70 3
90 65 1
100 65 2
35 2 (100) 3 10(50)3 5(1)3
Notes:
1. Companies have committed funds to make fabric but fabric is still in limited
supply.
2. Company is determining if it should commit funds.
3. If company makes material available.
25
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HAND/WRIST PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
A series of conductivity tests were run on a variety of gloves being considered
for the hand/wrist protection subsystem. The test was conducted at 750°F for 10 sec-
onds duration (rather than at 950°F for 5 seconds duration as required by the
PEPS) because the maximum temperature the test apparatus would stabilize at was
7500F.
The results of the test presented on page 26 show that all the gloves with
vapor barriers did much better than the glove without a vapor barrier (in this case the
Janesville Protect-All) . The same glove with a vapor barrier, the Janesville Cal-OSHA
glove, afforded at least 30 to 40 degrees more protection. Gloves with dipped coatings
such as the Advance Latex glove and the A. D. Little coated glove did not do as well
as the other A. D. Little glove and the Cal-OSHA glove with the vapor barrier behind
the outer shell; the dipped outer coating melts and the glove passes more heat than
the protected vapor barrier.
On the basis of extrapolating the test results to the PEPS requirements, both
the A. D. Little glove with the protected vapor barrier and the Janesville Cal-OSHA
glove clearly pass whereas the other two dipped gloves would barely pass.
26A
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TORSOMIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
Thermal Conductivity Tests to Evaluate Goretex Versus Neoprene
A series of conductivity tests were run on a group of material samples that
were representative of a firefighters turnout coat. The outer shell was 71 ounce Nomex
duct and the inner liner was 8 ounce Nomex quilted batting. Sandwiched between
these two layers was the vapor barrier. In one case the vapor barrier was a 6-ounce
layer of neoprene bonded to Nomex and in the other case the vapor barrier was a
6} ounce layer of Goretex bonded to nylon. A layupof the material was pressed on a
750°F hot plate for 10 seconds with a pressure of 4 psi. The results of the test are
presented on the following page.
The data presented shows that with a dry outer shell the layup with the
neoprene vapor barrier stays about 5 percent cooler than the layup with the Goretex
vapor barrier. However, when the outer shell is saturated with water prior to pressing
on the hot plate, the results are more dramatic. The neoprene layup responds as was
expected, a little cooler at first, and then virtually the same performance as the dry
neoprene layup. The Goretex layup performed very similarily to the Janesville
Protect-ALL glove covered in the proceeding pages, acting as if no vapor barrier
existed.
On the basis of these results it is clear that Goretex should not be used in
those areas of heat protection where conductivity and pressure will take place. An
example of where not to use Goretex is the palm and fingers of gloves where a person
would grip hot objects, the knees or elbows where one would kneel or lean on a hot sur-
face. In these areas, neoprene should be used.
26B
3TORSO/LIMBS PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
Thermal Radiation Tests to Evaluate Goretex Versus Neoprene
A series of radiation tests were run on the same sample material layups as
were used in the conductivity tests. In these tests the material samples were mounted
vertically and a heat lamp was focused on one side. A series of recording thermo-
couples measured the temperature on the other side. The distance the heat lamp was
from the sample determined the heat flux.
Four runs were made. The first run duplicated the PEPS Class 3 heat flux
of 0.175 watts /cm 2 ; the second run doubled this condition; 0.350 watts /cm 2 ; the third
run tripled it, 0.525 watts/cm 2 , and the fourth run quadrupled it at 0.70 watts2/cm2.
Each run lasted 5 minuted. Each sample was first run with a dry outer shell, and
then repeated with the outer shell saturated with water. The results of the four runs
are presented on the following four pages. A summary comparison of the two vapor
barriers showing temperature rise versus radiation as a function of time of exposure,
is presented on page
Results of the PEPS Class 3 heat flux, 0.175 watts/cm 2 show that after 5 min-
utes the temperature rise varied from a low of about 6 degrees with the wet Neoprene
barrier to a high of about 12 degrees for the dry Goretex barrier. However, the
temperature rise for the dry Neoprene was approximately 10 degrees. Thus for this
condition there is a slight advantage to using a Neoprene vapor barrier rather than a
Goretex vapor barrier. When the heat flux is doubled to .350 watts/cm 2 the differ-
ence between the wet Goretex and wet Neoprene rises from about 5 degrees after 2
minutes exposure to about 10 degrees after 5 minutes. When the heat flux is raised to
0.525 watts/cm 2 , the temperature difference after a 5 minute exposure between wet
Neoprene and dry Neoprene becomes almost 18 degrees while the difference between
the wet Goretex and the wet Neoprene is about 16 degrees. Finally, at a heat flux of
0.70 watts/cm 2
 the situation is completely reversed. After 5 minutes exposure both
the wet and dry Goretex have a temperature rise of about 44 degrees while both
Neoprene high temperature rises over 60 degrees.
The results of these tests are summarized on page 31. They show that for
the Class 3 heat flux condition (0.175 watts /cm 2), there is only a slight difference
between the use of a Neoprene vapor barrier or a Goretex vapor barrier. When the
heat flux is raised there is an initial advantage of about 10 degrees in the use of
26C
26D
9
the neoprene, however as the duration of this exposure is increased to 5 minutes the
advantage crosses over to the use of Goretex. A possible explanation of this phenomena
is that at high heat conditions the Neoprene may act as a solid surface and provide
better thermal conductivity whereas the Goretex with its pores provide leeser thermal
conductivity.
On the basis of these tests it is concluded that there is no safety hazard when
using the Goretex vapor barrier under the radiation conditions established for the
project FIRES program.
rr-.
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HAND/WRIST PROTECTION SUBSYSTEM
CONDUCTIVITY TEST RESULTS
(GLOVES PRESSED ON 785°F PLATE FOR 10 SEC THEN REMOVED)
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Thermal Tab on Turnout Cab with Different Vapor Barriers — Conductive Most
OUTER $HELL NOMEX DUCK, 7K OZ PER YARD
VAPOR BARRIER GORE•TEX ON NYLON, 6% OZ PER YARD (APPROX.)
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NEOPRENE ON NOMEX, 6% OZ PER YARD (APPROX.)
INNER LINER NOMEX OUILTED BATTING, 8 OZ PER YARD
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Thermal Tub on Turnout Coat with Different Vapor Barriers — Radiant Hat
OUTER SHELL
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SHELL. TESTS WERE RUN WITH THE OUTER SHELL BOTH WET AND DRY.
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Thermal Tab on Turnout Cow with Different Vapor Berrien — Radlunt Heat
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Thermal Tuts on Turnout Costs with Different Vapor Barriers — Radiant Host
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3PART II
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS FOR THE PROTOTYPE PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
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PART III
SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
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3	1.0	 GENERAL
The head/ear protection subsystem covered by this specification is intended for
general purpose use by firefighters engaged in strucuural firefighting.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids
are a part of this specification to the extent herein specified:
Federal Specifications and Standards
FED-STD- 751--Stitches, Seams and Stitching
FED-STD--595--Color Standard
Drawings
PF11200--Integrated Torso /Limb Protection System Ass'y
PF11600--Torso /Limb Protection Subsystem
PF11100--Integrated Head /Ear Protection System Ass'y
PF11400--Face /Eye Protection Subsystem
Other
ANSI-290 .1971--Specification for Protective Headgear for Vehicular Users
HAS 8-32329--Ensemble Performance Standards Revision 2 Dec 1978
Coatings and Finishes
^Y	Model Performance Criteria for Structural Firefighter's Helmet
United States Fire Administration, August 1977
ANSI-224.22-Measurement of the Real Ear Attenuation of Ear Protectors: Method
for MIL-STD-810--Environmental Tess: Ilethods for Aerospace and Ground Equipment
,y.
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3.0	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 3er_er_
1.1	 The head/ear protection system specified herein shall be comprised of two (2)
parts; an optional detachaW inner liner or hood attaches to the torso/limb
protection system, on the he:#net. In addition the system shall incorporate
provisions for:
a) the mounting, stowage, and deployment of the face /eye protection system
PF11400
b) the mounting of a unit identification
c) the mounting, stowage, and operation of an optional light system
d) the mounting and operation of a breathing system
3.2	 Design Requirements
,.2.1	 Sizes:--A range of sizes, or an adjustment, shall be provided so that the head/ear
protection system will accommodate all sizes and shapes of firefighter heads and
u variety of hair styles and lengths.
3.2.2	 Dimensions--The head/ear protection system shall be designed to meet the envelope
dimensions shown in this drawing.
3.2.3	 Weight--The head/ear protection system shall weigh a maximum of 935 gm (33 oz).
3.2.4	 Materials--There are no restrictions or limitations on the selection thickness
and use of materials as long as the performance requirements specified herein
are met
3.2.5
	 Repair and Maintainability . - 'The head / ear protection system shall .,e designed
so that all recommended maintenance can be performed by firefighters in the
firehouse. Recommended repair and maintenance procedures shall b^ provided
by the seller.
3.2.6	 Color --The head/ear protection system shall be available in red,. White,
yellow and black per FED -STD-595
3.2.7	 Recognizability/Visibility--The head /ear protection system shall be provided
witn retroreflective material and provision for attaching badges and embleme.
Materials and markings shall conform to Model and Performance Criteria for
Structural Firefighter ' s Helmet.
3.2.8	 Identification Markin,--Each head/ear protection system shall be marked and
shall include: a) purchaser drawing and dash number, b) date of manufacture
and c) the statement this item meets the requirements of this specification.
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i13.3	 Construction
3.3.1	 Pesicn--There are no other limitations in the design of the helmet or inner
Liner as long as the performance requirements specified herein are met..
5.3.	 _dulds and 1'attrrn! --The seller shall provide th, 	 and patterns toc,
3.3,3	 Seu.is and Stitching-41ethods shall runform to 1111-STD-7S1,
3.3.4	 Coatings and Finishes--
3,3,5,
	 Workmanship--The workmanship shall be top quality and all finished items shall be
free from anv defects that might detract from appearance or affect serviceablity
for the intended use
3.4	 performance Requirements
3.4.1	 Impact--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the head/ear protection
system shall limit the acceleration of the head to within safe range of the Payne
State University Tolerance Standards presented in Figure 1, wl.en impacted with
21 Kg-m (1S2 ft-lb) on the top (apex), and when impacted with 14 Kg-m (101 ft-lb)
on the front, back, and sides of the head.
The above protection shall be provided at:
a) room temperature
b) after the system has achieved an equilibrium temperature of -18 0C (0 OF)
c) after the system has been wetted by 82 0C (1800F) water for five (S) minutes
d) immediately after the system ;ias ')een subjected to the Class 2 heat environ-
ment described in 'Table 1, the Class 3 heat environment described in Table 1.
3.4.2	 Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the head/ear protec-
tion system shall prevent any injury resulting from a penetrator imnactinc the
system with a force of 14 Kg-m (101 ft-lb). The prescribed protection shall be
provided at the same conditions as described in paragraph 3.4.1.
3.4.3
	
Heat--
W fien tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2;
a) The head/ear protection system shall withstand the thermal environments of
Classes 1, 2, and 3 defined in Table 1 without any visible distortion or
degradation and without any of the inner surfaces that contacts the head or
ears reaching 45 0C (1130F) the pain threshold
b) When subjected to the Class 4 environment defined in Table 1, the inner
surfaces of the head/ear protection system that contacts the head or ears
sha'.i not excead the time-temperat,ire limits presented in Figure 2.
3.4.4	 Flame--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the materials that com-
prise the exposed portions of the head/ear protection system shall not ignite,
burn, char, melt, or shrivel or otherwise visually degrade when exposed to a
6500C (12060F) flame for five seconds.
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,y	 . V
3. i.5	 Llcctr	 its--t.ii^n z ebted in accur.i.inrt „ith paro-	 rh 1.3.:	 the 1, c:11/ear Prot.
tion system shall limit the current flow less than three (3) milliamperes when
there is a 2200 volt AC electrical potential between the outer surface of the
system and the head. This criterion shall be met with the outer surface of the
system either wet or dry.
3.4.6	 Ilearing --When tested in accordance Hitt; paragraph 4.3.2, the head/ear protection
must not attenuate sound more than 10 percent.
3.4.7	 Cold Insulation --When tested it accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the head/ear
protection system shal l protect against extreme winter cold. When the system is it
place, protection against f rostbite shall be provided for the head and ears when
worn for 15 minutes in a -180C (OOF) atmosphere with a windchill factor of -500C
(-58°F)
3.4.8	 Water Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the head/ear
protection system shall:
a) deflect falling water from dripping down the neck and face areas
b) not be be affected by 82 0C (1800F) water falling on it at a rate of 60
liters per minute from a height of 1.5 m (5 ft) for ten minutes
c) absorb 0 kg (0 lb) of water after (b)
3.4.9	 Dryability- -;Vhen tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, a head/ear protection
system that has been immersed in water for five (5) seconds shall be dried (95
percent of the absorbed water removed) in either of the following ways:
a) six (6) hours of air odrying at roc-, temperature
b) one (1) hour in a 95 C (203 0F) oven
:.4.10 Retention--The retention system shall not cause injury when the brim is
impacted by a 21 Kg-m (152 ft-lb) impact load, or when the head/ear pro-
tection system becomes caught or struck by an obstruction. When tested
in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the head/ear protection s ystem shall
remain on the head if:
a)	 impacted by 10 ft-lb
3.4.11	 Donn ing/Doffing--Whl en tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the head/ear
protection, system shall be capable of being donned or doffed in under five (5)
seconds
3.5
	
Reliabi'^",^/Durability Assurance--The seller shall guarantee that the
head ea_e rotection system shall at a minimum satisfy all of the per-
formance requirements described herein for a minimum period equivalent
to five (5) years service with a busy metropolitan fire company (A
fire company. at which each firefighter responds to approximately 700
alarms per year).
d
-J	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
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4.1
	
Resoonsitility for Ins pection--Unless otherwise s pecified in the contract or
purchase order, the seller is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. The seller may utilize his own facilities or
any commercial laboratory acceptable to the procurin g activity. The procuring
activity reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forht in the
specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to verify conformance
to this specifcation.
	
4.2
	 Acceptance Tests--A procuring activity approval acceptance test shall be conducted
on each unit submitted for acceptance under the contract to demonstrate suitable
quality, correct assembly, and performance as specified herein.
	
4.3	 Pre-Production Test--The seller shall be responsible for conducting the pre-
production tests specified in the contract or purchase order. Failure of the head/
ear protection system to meet any of the specified requirements shall be cause for
rejection.
Test Procedure--Shall be prepared by the seller and submitted to the procuring
activity for review and approval. All procedures shall be based upon the test meth-
ods specified herein.
Test Methods
Impact--The Impact tests shall be performed in accordance with "Model Performance
Criteria for Structural Firefighters' Helmets" National Fire Prevention and'Control
Administration, August 1977.
4.3.1
4.3.2
3.2.1
4.3.2.2
4.3.2.3
4.3.2.4
"r
x
Penetration--Penetration tests shall be performed in accordance with ANSIZ90.1
Heat --Heat tests shall be performed in accordance with method 505 of MIL-STD-
810 for heat bu i ld up, with appropriate modifications to accommodate the per-
former requirements of Par ,
 3.4.3. During these exposures, headform shall be
used to mount the helmet with the normal attachment fittings.
Test conditions shall first be established in the chamber and then the helmet,
mounted on the headform, together with the normal attachment thermocouples placed
into the chamber for the required exposuge period. During this period, chamber
temperatures shall not drop more than 25 F below the desired temperature.
Flame
--Flame tests shall be conducted with a commercially available natural gas
nozzle. The nozzle shall be fed with natural gas and an air mixture adjusted to
achieve the required flame temperature. The nozzle shall be hand held and the flame
temperature checked with an appropriate thermocouple junction. The flame will be
directed at the helmet shell and any other features, such as ear flaps and face
shields. The flame will be directed at each surface at a 45 degree angle from the
normal to that surface. Each surface shall be exposed for a 5 second period.
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34.3.2.5	 Electricity--Electricity tests shall be performed in accordance with "Electrical
Tnsu tat5on Test" of the Model Performance Criteria for Structural Firef' hters
Helmets." For the evaluation of a wet helmet it shall be wetted with 82-C
	
80°F)
water for 5 minutes and shaken before subjected to the test,
4.3.2.6
	
Hearing.--Nearing test shall be performed in accordance with ANSI Z24.22,
4.3.2.7	 Cold Insulation--Cold insulation tests shall be performed by mounting the helmet
on a heated headform to which thermocouple junctions have been installed in the
crown area and ear area. The helmet/headform assembly shall then be placed in an
enviromental cold temperature, air circulating chamber stabilized at -18%, (0°F)
The exposure period should be 15 minutes, during which time the thermocouple
outputs would be continuously recorded.
Heat input to the helmet will simulate heat input to the normal head. The chamber
air flow shall be adjusted to provide the required windchill factor.
Failure criterion will be any temperature recorded by the thermocouples which
indicate a headform "skin" temperature below 15 C (59°F).
4.3.2.3	 Water Penetration--Water penetration tests are straightforward and shall be
conducted directly as described. Commercial nozzles are available for the water
impingement portion of the requirement.
The failure-criterion consists solely of visual examination to confirm adequate
deflection of the water and lack of any water on the inner surfaces of the
helmet after exposure.
The helmet shall be mounted on a headform, utilizing the normal chin-strap attach-
ment fittings, to verify that the water impingement does not cause the helmet to
be displaced during this exposure.
4.3.2.9
	
Dryability--Oryability tests shall be conducted as described in paragraph 3.4.9
4.3.2.10	 Retention--Retention tests shall be performed by mounting the helmet on a rigid
headform utilizing the normal chin-strap attachment. The helmet is then impacted
on the outer edge of the brim by a weight dropped from the required height.
4.3 2.11	 Donning/Doffing--Donning and doffing tests shall be evaluated on at least 5 test.
subjects. It shall not be necessary to secure any straps of fasteners within the
time allocated for donning.
4.3.2.12 Reconnizability/Visibility--Recognizability and visibility tests shall be
conducted in accordance with Model Performance Criteria for Structural
Firefight^rs Helmet (United States Fire Administration).
4.4	 Similarity Claim--Whenever the seller intends to use similarity as a basis for any
part of qualification, the following items are to be included in the original
proposal submitted to purchaser:
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a) The test report for the approved unit claimed to be similar
b) Cross-sectional drawing of the proposed and qualified units
c) An itemized comparision of detailed parts contained in the proposed and qual-
ified units
	
5.0
	 NOTES
	
5.1	 Precedence of Documents- -When the requirements of the contract, this or applicable
subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the following precedence shall apply:
a)	 Contract--Precedence over any specification of drawing
b)ii s Specification--Preced ence over all applicable subsidiary specifications.
Any deviation from this specification, of from subsidiary specifications where
applicable, shall be specifically approved in writing by the procuring activity
c)	 Referenced Specification--Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifica-
tio— n ferenced therei n. All referenced specifications shall apply to the
extent specified.
	
5.2	 Procurinq Act ivity--As referenced in this drawing shall mean the purchaser.
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GENERAL
The face/eye protection subsystem covered by this specification is intended for
general purpose use by firefighters engaged in r;r..r:tural firefighting.
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids
are a part of this specification to the extent herein specified:
Drawings
PF11100--Integrated Bead/Ear Protection System Ass'y
PF11300--Head/Ear Protection Subsystem
Other
ANSI x87.1--American National Standard Practice for Occupational and Educational
Eye and Face Protection--1965
ANSI Z90.1-1971 - Specification for Protective heiiagear for Vehicular Users
MIL-STD - 810 - Environmental Tesc Methods for Aerospace and Ground Equipment
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3.1	 (.envral
3.1.1 The system requirements specified fit-rein shall be utilized in the design of a
face /eye protector, which is attached to the head / ear protector PF11300 and is
stowed when a breathing mask is used.
3.2	 Design Requirements
3.2.1
	
	 Sizes--The face /eye protection system must be either adjustable or available in
different sizes to provide the same level of protection to all firefighters.
3.2.2
	
	 Dimensions--The face/eye protection system shall be designed z;o meet the
envelope dimensions shown in this drawing.
3.2.3	 Weight--The total weight of the face/eye protection system shall be a maximum
of 170 gm (6 oz) including all fittings and attachments,
3.2.4	 Materials--There are no restrictions or limitations on the selection, thickness,
and use of materials as long as the performance requirements specified herein
are met.
3.2.5 Repair and Maintainability- -The face /eye protection system shall be designed
so that all recommended maintenance can be performed by firefighters in the
firehouse. Recommended repair and maintenance procedures shall be provided
by the seller.
3.2.6	 Color--There are no restrictions or limitations in the color of any materials or
components used, as long as the performance requirements specified herein for
visibility is met.
3.2.7	 Identification Marking- -Each face /eye protection system shall be marked
and shall include;
I
a) purchaser drawing and dash number, b) date of manufacture and c)
f	 the statement this item meets the requirements of this specification.
3.3	 Construction
3.3.1	 Design--There are no limitations in the design of the face /eye protector as
long as the performance requirements specified herein are met,
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3.3.2	 Workmanship--The workmanship shall be top quality and all fi n ished items 811.111 ht
free from any defects that might detra c t frum appearance or affect serviceability
for the intended use.
Performance Requirements
	
3.4.1	 Impact--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4„1.2 the face/eye protection
system shall protect the firefighter's fa^-e and eyes from injury when impacted
with 14 kg-m (101 ft-lb). There shall be no spalling or shattering of the
protector in the rearward direction (toward the face). The mounts that hold
the protector is the head/ear protector shall not fail. This requirement shall
be met at:
a) room temperature
b) after the system has achieved an equilibrium temperature of -18 C Wn
c) immediately after the system has been subjected to the Class 2 heat environ-
ment described in Table 1 and the Class 3 heat environment described in
Table 1
d) conditions a, b, and c in both the stowed and deployed positions
	
3.4.2	 Penetration-- When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye protection
system shall not be penetrated by the tip of a 4 penny nail impacting the system
with 4 kg-m (loft-lb). The requirement shall be met with the nail at room
temperature and also with the nail at 60 0C (1400F). The prescribed protection
shall be provided at conditions similar to those described in paragraph 3.4.1.
	
3.4.3	 Scratch--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye protection
system shall not scratch after being rubbed with a dirty, sandy firefighter's
glove at a moderate finger tip pressure over the ­ .Ldth of the protection equipment
for five (5) cycles. The above requirement shall be met before and after the
system has been subjected to the conditions described in sections a, b, and c of
paragraph 3.4.1.
	
3.4.4	 Cut-- When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye protection
system shall not be cut nor suffer any surface impairment by the sharp edge of
a metal venetian blind being drawn against tho. protector.
	
3.4.5	 Flame—When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye protection
system shall not igite, burn char, melt, shrivel, or otherwise visually degrade
when exposed to a 6500C (12006F) flame for five (5) seconds.
	
3.4.6	 Heat--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2
a) The face/eye protection system shall withstand the thermal environments of
Classes 1,2, and 3 defined in Table 1 without any visible distortion and
subsequently meet all other requirements of this specification. Under these
conditions no part of the protector in contact with the firefighter's face
shall exceed 45oC (1130F)
b) When subjected to the Class 4 environment, the face/eye protection system shall
remain intact and no part of the system in contact with the firefighter's
face shall exceed the Figure 2 temperature time limitations
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93.4.7	 Electric it s•--%v1%t n tested
 in accordanc L' with parui;r	 ,. i._ th. i:u • .^ieve pfp{, fill:
system shall limit tit- current flow to Ivr4s than 0irt•v ( 3) milliamperes when
there is a 2200 volt A/C electrical potential between the outer surface of the
system and the head. This criterion shall be met with the outer surface of
the system either wet or dry.
3.4.8
	
	 Coverage and Visibility- -When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/
eye protection system shall:
a) at a minimum cover the eyes, nose, cheekbones, and extend downwards from the
head /ear protector to approximately the upper lip. It shall extend backwards
to approximately the temple area, and in no way shall it reduce the fire-
fighter ' s periphe ral field of vision
b) meet the latest revision of the optical performance requirements of the
American National Standards Institucc: specification, ANSI Z87.1
3.4.9	 Fog--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 fog shall not be allowed
to form on the inside surface of the protector nor shall moisture condense thereon.
3.4.10
	
	 Water Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye
protection system shall not permit dripping overhead water or driving water from
a rainstorm to enter the covered face area of the firefighter,
3,4,11
	
	 Donning/Doffing--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the face/eye
protection system shall not increase the time-to -don or the time-to-doff of any
other piece of firefighters gear. It shall be capable of beirlg deployed in two (2)
seconds, and shall be capable of being stowed in an out-of-the -way position
within three ( 3) seconds.
3.5
	
	 Reliability/Durability Assurance--The seller shall guarantee that the
face eye protection system shall at a minimum satisfy all of the per-
formance requirements described herein for a minimum period equivalent
to six (6) months service with a busy metropolitan fire company. (A
fire company at which each firefighter responds to approximately 700
alarms per year).
4.0	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1
	 Responsibility for Inspection--Unless otherwise specified in the contract as
purchase order, the seller is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. The seller may utilize his own facilities or any
commercial laboratory acceptable to the procuring activity. The procuring activity
reserves the right to pert..)rm any of the inspections set forth in the specification
where such inspections are deemed necessary to verify conformance to this
specification,
4.2
	 Acceptance Tests--A procuring activity approval acceptance test shall be conducted
on each unit submitted for acceptance under th e contract to demonstrate suitable
quality, correct assembly, and performance as specified herein.
4.3
	 Pre-Production Test--The seller shall be responsible for conducting the pre-
production tests specified in the contract or purchase order. Failure of the face/
eye protection system to meet any of the specified requirements shall be cause for
rejection,
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4.3.1 Test Pruc.•durL--Shall be prepared b y the seller and subrttted to the procuring
activity for review and approval. All procedures shall be based upon the test
mehtods specified herein
4.3.2	 Test Methods
4.3.2.1	 Impact--Impact tests shall be performed using the ANSI Z90 impact test apparatus.
The face/eye protection secured to a helmet shall be mounted on a head form and
dropped onto an iron rail
4.3.2.2	 Penetration--Penetration tests sha_1 be performed using the ANSI Z90 impact
test apparatus. The face/eye protector secured to a helmet shall be mounted on
a head form and dropped onta a fixture from which a 4 penny nail protrudes.
Point of impact shall be approximately eye location. Proper impact energy
shall be obtained by a combination of impact mass and drop height.
4.3.2.3	 Scratch--Scratch tests shall be conducted with a firefighter glove which has
been submerged into a 50-50 mixture (by weight) of oil and fine sand (i.e., 140
mash silica flour), then placed on a hand form, and rubbed acrrss the full width
of the protector at a contact pressure of 6.9 kilo pascals (4psi) for a total
of 5 cycles. The contact pressure will be assessed by measuring both the force
applied by the headform and the glove's contact area with the protector. At
the completion of the 5 cycles of rubbing and after cleansing the surface with soap
and water, the surface of the protector shall not show any indication of degradation.
4.3.2.4	 Cut--Cut tests shall be conducted using 30 cm (12 inch) length of the edge of a
commercial Venetian blind which shall be drawn accross the protector under its
own weight at a rate of approximately 2.5 cm per sec (1 inch per sec.). The
surface shall not show any indications of degradation.
4.3.2.5
	 Flame--Flame tests shall be conducted with a commercially available natural gas
nozzle. The nozzle shall be fed with natural gas and an air mixture adjusted to
achieve the required flame temperature. The nozzle shall be hand held and the
flame temperature checked with an appropriate thermocouple junction. The flame
shall be directed at the surface of the protector at a 45 degree angle from the
normal to that surface. Eachsurface shall be exposed for a five second period, with
a 2 hour cool down between surface exposures.
4.3.2.6
	 Heat--Heat tests shall be performed in a manner similar to that detailed in
method 505 of MIL-STD-810 for heat build up, with appropriate modifications
to accomodate the desired air temperature, radiant flux and esposure times.
During these exposures the face/eye shield shall be attached to a helmet in the
same manner occuring during usage the helmet shall be mounted on a head form. Test
conditions shall first be established in the chamber and then the helmet
mounted on the headform placed into the chamber for the required exposure period.
During this period chamber temperatures shall not drop more than 25 0F below the
desired temperature
4.3.2.7	 Electricity--Electricity tests shall be conducted using two electrodes which are
interconnected into an insulation resistance test apparatus. The apparatus shall
have the capability of apply1r,7 2200 volts AC and monitoring leakage currents
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the protector shall be wetted by 82 0C (180o F) water it,.- 5 minutes at the rate
of 60 1/m (15.9 gals per min) prior to testing.
4.3.2.8	 Coverage and Visibility--COverage tests shall be performed by attaching; the face/
eve protector to a helmet which is then mounted on a head form of typical
anthropomorphic dimensions. The face/eye protection is then deployed as it is
intended to be worn and verification of this requirement shall be made. Visibility
tests shall be performed in accordance with those specified in ANSI 287.1
4.3.2.9 Fog-
-Fog tests shall be performed by holding the face/eye protector at room
temperature over a steaming kettle for a period of 30 seconds. No vapor shall
condense on the surfaces.
4.3.2.10 Water Penetration--Water penetration tests shall be performed by mounting the
face/eye protector attached to a head/ear protector on a head fcrm and located
beneath commercially
	
iilable fire system sprinkler heard designed to provide
the required flow rate The head form test assembly shall then be subjected to
the water flow for 5 minutes. At the end of this time the protector shall be
removed and the head form examined for traces of water in the face/eye area.
Evidence of water in the face/eye area will be considered a failure.
+.3.2.11 Donning/Dutfing--Donning
 
and doffing tests shall be evaluated on at least
5 test subjects.
	
i4.4	 Similaritv Claim--Whenever the seller intends to use similarity as a basis for any
part of qualification, the following items are to be included in the original
proposal submitted to GAC:
a) The test report for the approved unit claimed to be similar
b) Cross-sectional drawing of the proposed and qualified units
c) An itemized comparison of detailed parts contained in the proposed and quali-
fied units
	
5.0	 NOTES
	
I5.1	 Precedence of Documents--When the requirements of the contract, this or applicable
subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the following precedence shall apply:
a) Contract --Precedence over any specification or drawing
b) This Specification ---Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifications.
Any deviation from this specification, or from subsidiary specifications where
applicable, shall be specifically approved in writing by the procuring
activity
l:)	 Referenced Specification --Precedence
 
over all applicable subsidiary specifica-
tion referenced therein. All referenced specifications shall apply to the
e-tend specified.
	
5.'	 Procur ing A.tivity--As referenced in this drawing shall mean the purchaser.
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i. (I GENERAL
The torso/limb protection subsystem covered by this specification is intended
for general purpose use by firefighters engaged in structural firefighting.
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for
bids are a part of this specification to the extent herein specified.
Federal Specifications and Standards
FED-STD-751--Stitches, Seams and Stitching.
Drawings
PF11300--Head/Ear Protection Subsystem
PF11900--Foot/Ankle Protection Subsystem
PF11700--Hand/Wrist Protection Subsystem
PF11200--Integrated Torso/Limb Protection System Assembly.
Other
U. S. Public Health Publication 1000 Series 11, 1965 - Weight, Height and
selected Body Dimensions.
NFPA No. 1971 Protective Clothing for Structural FIRE FIGHTING 1975•
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3.1	 General
The torso/limb protection subsystem specified herein is f r two classification;;
of firefighters:
a) the firefighter whose working tour starts when he enters the firehouse and
continues through the time he leaves the firehouse in street clothes,
b) the volunteer and paid-on-call firefighter who goes to the fire scene
by car and whose working tour starts when he arrives at the fire scene
and ends when he leaves.
Because the volunteer and paid-on-cell firefighter cannot be counted upon to be
wearing clothing with any significant protective qualities at the time of
It 
call", their torso/limb protection subsystem must not be dependent upon under-
wear or street clothes to satisfy the requirements specified herein. On the
other hand, the paid firefighter can be provided with specially designed under-
wear and station uniform with good protective qualities and the torso/limbs
protection subsystem can be designed to include these items to satisfy the
requirements specified herein.
The torso/limbs protection subsystem specified herein shall be supplied in a
two-piece garment (jacket and coverall). In addition the provisions shall
be incorporated for compatible interface between the subsystem, and:
a) the head/ear protection system (PF'_1300)
b) the hand/wrist protection system (PF11700)
c) the foot/ankle protection system (PF11900)
d) the lighting system (PF13000)
3.2	 Design Requirement
3.2.1	 Sizes--The torso/limbs protection subsystem shall be available in even numerical
sizes to cover the range of individuals from the 5th to the 95th percentile
firefighter as defined in U.S. Public Health Service Publication 1000, Series11,1965.
3.2.2
	
Dimensions--The torso/limbs protection system shall be designed to meet the
envelope dimensions shown in this drawing.
3.2.3	 Weight--The torso/limbs protection system shall weigh a maximum of 3 Kg (6.5 lb)
for a size 42 regular firefighter.
3.2.4	 Materials--There are no restrictions or limitations on the selection, thickness
and use of materials as long as the performance requirements specified herein
are met.
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3.2.5	 Repair and Maintainability--The torso/limbs protection system shall be de-
signed so that all recommended maintenance can be performed by firefighters
in the firehouse. 	 Recommended repair an ,t maintenance procedures shall be
provided by the seller.
3.2.6	 Color--The torso/limbs protection subsystem s,wili be available in the color:
a of yellow, white and black per FED-STD-595.
F 3.2.7	 Recognizability/Visibility--The torso/limbs protection Subsystem shall be
' provided with retroreflective materials axed prov'-sions to indicate rank,
' task or organization. 	 Materials and markings shall conform to NFPA No. 1971.
3.2.8	 Identification Marki 
	
-Each torso/limb protection subsystem shall be marked
and shall include:	 a	 purchaser drawing wnd dash number; ) date of manufac-
ture; and c) the statement this item meets the requirements of this specifi-
cation.
3.3	 Construction
3.3.1	 Desistn--There are no other limitations in the design of the torso/limbs protec-
I ticri system as long as the performance requirements specified herein are met.
3 . 3.2	 Patterns--The seller shall provide the patterns used.
3.3.3	 Seams and Stitching--Shall conform to FED-STD-751.
' 3.3.4	 Workmanship--The work;•:.ir,ship shall be top quality and all finished items shall
` be free from any defects that might detract from appearance or affect service-
ability for the intended use.
3.4	 Performance Requirements
3.4.1
	 Impact--The subsystem shall protect the shoulders, knees and e?,bows from being
bruised against stationary objects.
3.4.2
	 Penetration--hThen tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the torso/limb
protection subsystem shall not be punctured by a 4 penny nail applied with a
force of 10 kg (22 lb).
3.4.3	 Cut--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the torso/limb protection
subsystem shall not be cut through when a 10 kg (22 lb) force is applied by a
sharp edge.
3.4.4	 Heat--
a)	 When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the torso/limbs protection
system shall withstand the thermal environments of Classes 1, 2 and 3
defined in Table 1 without any of the inner surfaces that contact: the torso
or limbs reaching 45 0C (1130F), the pain threshold
b)	 When subjected to the Class 4 environment defined in Table 1, the inner
surfaces of the torso/limbs protection subsystem shall not exceed the
temperature time .	presented in Fia. 1.
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c)	 After having been showered with	 C	 (180oF) w ?iter at a ra' . v	 :i	 oo
per minute	 (15.9 gallons per minut,)	 for one	 (1) minute,	 the	 ,subsystem
shall withstand the thermal envirn,am nts of Classes 1, 2, an] 3 without
vapor temperatures 	 on the	 inside	 vi' the protector that excel ,,	 45^:'	 '-1? F).
d)	 Tne subsystem shall allow the firefighter to kneel on a hot surface of
;.?10C (2500F) for five minutes without the i nner surface on the garment
;:aching 4506 (113oF) the pain threshold.
e)	 After wetting the subsystem under the conditions of c, the firefighter shall
be able to kneel on a 1210C (2500F) hot surface fgr five minutes without
the inside of the garment reaching than 45 0C (113 F) the pain threshold.
3.4.5	 Flame--When tested in accordance with Federal Test Method Standard 901,
Method 5903, the torso/limbs protection subsystem shall have a char length
of less than 4.0 inches and an after flame of 2.0 seconds maximum. 	 When
tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, none of the materials that
comprise the torso/limbs protection subsystem shall ignite, burn, char,
melt, or shrivel, or otherwise visually degrade when exposed to 6500C
(12000F) flame for five seconds.
3.4.6
	 Mobility--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2
a)	 Wnen wearing the torso/limbs protection subsystem the firefighter shall be
able to climb a flight of stairs at an energy expenditure no more than 10
percent -,reater than he would compared to wearing his normal street clothes
b)	 The subsystem shall allow a range of motion which is 95 percent of a fire-
fighter without the subsystem.
3.4.8
	 Cold Insulation .--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2,
The torso/limb protection subsystem shall protect against extreme winter cold.
When wearing the subsystem the firefighter shall be able to perform his normal
duties without compromise for 15 minutes in a -23 0C (9.4 0F) atmosphere with a
wind chill factor of - 58"F).
3.4.9	 Heat Insulation- When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2
The subsystem shall protect against extreme summer heat.	 When wearing the sub-
system on a hot,summer day (i.e., 950F and 80 percent relative 	 wind2humidity;
velocity less than 5 mph; and a solar radiance of 0.1 watts/cm ), the protector
shall not increase the firefighter's energy expenditure by more than 10 percent
compared to the firefighter wearing street clothes alone.
3.4.10	 Water Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the torso/
limbs protection system shall:
a)	 not be wet on the inside by 820C water falling on it at a rate of 60
liters per minute from a height of 1.5 m (5 ft) for one minute
b)	 not increase in weight more than 5 percent after being subjected to the
conditions of paragraph (a)C)
	 allow the firefighter to climb stairs at 116 steps p;ir minute (approximately
580 Kcal/hr (2300 BTU/hr) heat production) for three minutes, without a
sweat retention by the garment more than 50 percent greater than if tie
were wearing street clothes alone6
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J3.4.:1	 hryatui l i t% -,men tested in accordance with paragraph 4 ..,.:. , t ­r. t, i l imbs pro-
tection subry:.Lem that has been immersed in water for fivt: :ie_i)nds shall be
dried (95 percent of the absorbed water reinived) in either .f the following
way::
a) six hours of air drying at room temperature
b) one hour in a 950C (2030F) oven
3.4. i2
	 DonningZDoffinE--when tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the torso/limbs
protection subsystem shall be capable of being donned or d)ffed in under 20
seconds.
3.5
	
Reliability/Durability Assurance--The seller shall guarantee that: tn( torso/
limbs protection subsystem sha11 at a minimum, satisfy oll of the performance
req» i rements described herein for a minimum period equivalent to three years
service with a busy metropolitan fire company (a fire company at which each
firefighter responds to approximately 700 u2arms per year).
4.0
	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4. 1
	Responsibility for Inspection--Unless otherwise specified in the contract or
purchase order, the seller is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. The seller may utilize his own facilities or
any commercial laboratory acceptable to the procuring activity. The procuring
activity reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in the
specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to verify conformance
to this specification.
4.2
	 Acceptance Tests--A procuring activity approval acceptance test shall be con-
ducted on each unit submitted for acceptance under the contract to demonstrate
suitable quality, correct assembly and performance as specified herein.
4.3	 Pre-Production Test--The seller shall be responsible for conducting the prepro-
duction tests specified in the contract or purchase order. Failure of the
torso limbs protection system to meet any of the specified requirements shall
be cause for rejection.
4.3.1 Test Procedure--Shall be prepared by the seller and submitted to the procuring
activity for review and approval. All procedures shall be based upon the test
methods specified herein.
4.3.2
	
Test Methods
4.3.2.1
	 Penetrat.on--Penetration tests shall be conducted on a section of the ;ubsyrtem
or on a swatch of material removed from the subsystem. The sample shall be
held rigid while a 4 penny nail mounted in a fixture, is forced agains' it.
The force required for penetration shall be recorded. The tests shall be
repeated on arm, back and apron sections. Penetration at forces less than 10 kg
(22 lb) shall be considered a failure.
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4.3. 2.2 	 CuL, Cut teUtr shall be c r;:j.ted on a section of the :-ubryrtem or on a ow'lt'
of material rem( vet fr m the _-ubsystem. The sample shall be m:)unted on a
mandrel and n length of sheet metal, on its edge, drawn acro::: the swatch at
a velocity of 6 km/hr (3.7 mph). The sheet metal shall be 21 gauge, it: . edge
will be sharpened to a 60 degree angle, and a 10 kg (22 lb) force will be
applied to it as it i- drawn across the swatch.
Complete cutting through of the subsystem fabric shall be considered a material
failure.
4.3.2.3
	 Heat--The heat tests; a), b) and c) shall be performed in a manner similar to
that detailed in method 505 of MTL-STD-810 for heat build up, with alpropriate
modification to accommodate the desired air temperature, radiant flux and
exposure times. The subsystem, shall be mounted on a mannikin appropriately
instrumented with thermocouples. This test ensemble shall then be placed into
a chamber and subjected to the required environmental conditions. Test condi-
tions shall first be established in the chamber and then the test sample placed
therein for the required exposure period.
Heat tests c and d shall be conducted on the knee section of the suosystem.
Thermocouples shall be attached to the inner surface and the assembly placed on
2500F hot plate pressed down with a force of 2 psi.
4.3.2.4	 Flame--Flame tests shall be conducted with a commercially available natural
gas nozzle. The nozzle shall be fed with natural ga y and an air mixture
adjusted to achieve the required flame temperature. The nozzle shall be hand
held and the flame temperature checked with an appropriate thermocouple junction.
The flame shall be directed at the torso/limbs and any other features such as
pocket flaps. The flame s hall be directed at the surface of the subsystem at a
45 degree angle from the normal to that surface. The surface shall be exposed
for a 5 second period.
4.3.2.5
	 Cold Insulation--Cold insulation tests shall be conducted by mounting the sub-
system on an instrumented mannikin which is placed into a chamber fur 15
minutes which is maintained at the required temperature and wind chill. The
t ,°mperature of the mannikin shall be monitored at several areas including the
e'_L^ow, forearm, shoulder, chest and back. During the 1^ minute period, the
temperature shall not be allowed to drop below 18 0C (64 F) at any one location.
4.,.2.6 Heat Insulation--Heat insulation tests shall be conducted in an environmental
cr:amber which is maintained at the required temperature. A test subject shall
be used to perforn th a
 test, first in street clothes and then wearing; the sub-
system.
4.3.2.7
	
Water Penetration--Water penetration tests shall be conducted by mounting
the subsystem on a mannikin. A standard firefighter helmet shall be placed on
the mannikin so that no water can wet the inside of the system through the
head and neck area. The mannikin shall then be placed beneath a sprinkler
head designed to
provide the required
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4.3.2.N	 Lryability-- Dryability tests shall be conducted as described in paragraph
3.14.11.
4.3.2.9
	 Donning/Doffing-- Donning and doffing tests shall be evaluated on at least 5 test
subjects. It shall not be necessary to secure any closure or fastener within
the time allocated for donning.
4.3.x.10	 Recognizability/Vi:'.ibility --RecogtiLzability and viM bility tests shall b
conducted in accordance with NFPA No. 19'(1.
4.4	 Similarity Claim--Whenever the seller intends to use similarity as a basis for
any part of qualification, the following items are to be included in the
original proposal submitted to the purchaser.
a) The test report for the approved unit claimed to be similar
b) Cross-sectional drawing of the proposed and qualified units
c) An itemized comparison of detailed part:: contained in the proposed and
qualified units.
5.0	 NOTES
^.1	 Prece dence. of Documents --When the requirements of the contract, this or appli-
cable subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the following precedence shall
apply:
a) Contract --Precedence over any specification or drawing
b) This Specification --Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifications.
Any deviation from this specification, or from subsidiary specifications
where applicable, shall be specifically approved in writing by the procuring
activity
c) Referenced Specification ---Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifi-
cation referenced therein. All referenced specifications shall apply to
the extent specified.
5.^	 Procuring Activity--As referenced in this drawing shall mean the purchaser.
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TABLE 1 - THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS
CLASS
	 I	 AI^RCTEMP	
I	
WATTS/CMZUX 
I EXE SURE TIME
1 40 (1040F) .050 30 MIN
2 95 (2030F) 1100 15 MIN
3 250 (482"F) ,175 5 MIN
4 815 (15000F) 4,200 10 SEC
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1.0	 GE!IERAL
	
1.1	 The hand/wrist protection subsystem covered by this specification is intended
for general purpose use by firefighters engaged in structural firefighting.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for
bids are a part of this specification to the extent herein specified:
Federal Specifications and Standards
FED-STD-751--Stitches, Seams and Stitching
Drawings
PF116 00--Torso/Limb Protection Subsystem
PF11200--Integrated Torso/Limb Protection System Ass'y
Other
Manual of Directions Hand-Tool Dexterity Test-1965, G. K. Bennett
US Public Health Publication 1000 series 11, 1965-Weight, Height and Selected
Body Dimensions
t
i
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33.0	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 General
3.1.1
	 The hand/wrist protection system specified herein shall be comprised of two (2)
parts: an inner liner without fingers that is attached to the torso/limb protection
3.2
	 Sizes. Three sizes shall be provided to cover the range of individuals for the
t^ h to the 9th percentile firefighter as defined in US Public Health Publication
X000 series 11, 1965. The system shall be marked on each hand with a label or a
stamp indicating size.
3.2.2
	 Dimensions--The hand/wrist protection system shall be designed to meet the envelope
dimensions shown in this drawing.
3.2.3	 Weight--The hand/wrist protection system shall weigh a maximum of 145 gm (5 oz)
per hand for the 95th percentile firefighter
3.2.4
	 Materials--There are no restrictions or limitations on the selection thickness and
use of materials as long as the performance requirements specified herein are met .
3.2.5
	
Repair and Maintainabilit --The hand/wrist protection system shall be designed
sothat all recommen a maintenance can be performed by firefighters in the
firehouse. Recommended repair and maintenance procedures shall be prepared
by the seller.
3.2.6	 Color--There are no restrictions or limitations in the color of any materials or
components used, except that they be of the same shade per pair,
3.2.7
	
Identification Markin --Each hand/wrist protection system shall be marked and
shall nTde: a purchaser drawing and dash number, and b) date of manufacture
and c) the statement this item meets the requirements of this specification.
3.3
	 Construction
3.3.1	 Design--There are no limitations in the design of the shell or inner liner as long
as the performance requirements specified herein are met.
3.3.2
	 Patterns--The seller shall provide the patterns used.
3.3.3	 Seams and Stitching--Methods shall conform to FED-STD-751
3.3.4 Workmanship--The workmanship shall be top quality and all finished items shall be
free from any defects that might detract from appearance or affect serviceability
for the intended use.
3.4	 Performance Requirements
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3.4.1	 Penetration--When tested i1 accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist protec-
tion subsystem shall protect against a 4-penny nail when applied force is 17.51(g
(38.5 lb)
	
3.4.2	 Cut--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist protection
subsystem shall not be cut through when a 10 Kg (22 lb) force is applied on a sharp
edge with the palm side,
	
3.4.3	 _Heat--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2
a) The hand/wrist protect i on subsystem shall withstand the thermal environments
of Classes 1, 2, and 3 defined in Table 1 without any of the inner surface	 I
that contacts the hand or wrist reaching 45 0C (113 0F) the pain threshold
1
b) When subjected to the Class 4 environment defined in Table 1, the inner
surfaces of the hand/wrist protection system shall not exceed the time-
temperature limits presented in Fig. 1
c) The insi$e surface of the hand/wrist protection subsystem shall be maintained
below 8 5 C (113 F) during and after contact on the palmside wiP hot objects
of 510 C (950 F) for five seconds at grip pressure of 0.28 Kg/m (4 psi)
without degradation
	
3.4.4	 Flame--When tested in accordance with Federal Test Method Standard 901, Method
5903 the hand/wrist protection subsystem shall have a char length of less than
4.0 inches and an after flame of 2.0 seconds maximum. When tested in accord-
ance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist protection subsystem shall not ignite,
burn, char, melt, or shrivel, or otherwise visually degrade when exposed to
6500C (12000F) flame for five seconds.
	
3.4.5
	
Dexterity--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, a firefighter wearing
the hand/wrist protection subsystem shall be capable of performing the Bennett
Dexterity Test, reference paragraph 2.0, in a time span less than 50 percent	 i
greater than the time required to perform the test with bare hands alone. 	 !
	
3.4.6	 Grip--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, a firefighter wearing the
hand/wrist protection subsystem, both wPt and drv. shall be ca pable of pulling a
112" nylon halyard with a force of at least 85% of his bare-'landed capability.	 1
	3.4.7	 Cold Insulated--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist 	 i
protection subsystem shall maintain the hand at a temperature no less than 15°C
(59°F) when exposed for 10 minutes to ambient air at -23°C (-9.4°F) and a wind-
chill factor of -50°C (-58°F)
	
3.4.8
	
Water Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist
protection subsystem shall:
a) prevent water from entering freely at or above the wrist
b) absorb hand perspiration so that it does not feel uncomfortable
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3c) not increase more than 50 percent of original weight after a gloved hand is
immersed in water up to the wrist for 15 seconds
d) be available in either of the following opti--ns
o not allow water to penetrate through the subsystem when it is immersed in
water up to the wrist for thirty seconds
o allow water to penetrate through the subsystem when it Is in water up to
the wrist for thirty seconds
3.4.9
	 Dryability--When conducted in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist pro-
tection subsystem after having been subjected to the liquid penetration of 1.4.8 (C)
shall be capable of being dried (95 percent of the absorbed water removed) in
either of the following ways:
a) twenty-four (24) hours of air dryin at room temperature
b) sixty (60) minutes in a 95°i ,203 O F? oven
3.4.10
	
	 Donning/Doffing--When conducted in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2, the hand/wrist
protection subsystem shall be capable of being donned or doffed (for both hands) in
under ten (10) seconds
3.5 Reliability/Durability  Assurance--The seller shall guarantee that the hand/wrist
protection subsystem shall at a minimum satisfy all of the performance require-
ments described herein for a minimum period equivalent to six (6) months service
with a busy metropolitan fire company (One which each firefighter responds to
approximately 700 alarms per year).
4.0
	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1	 Responsibility for Inspection--Unless otherwise specified in the contract or
or purchase order, the seller is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. The seller may utilize his own facilities or any
commercial laboratory acceptable to the procuring activity. The procuring activity
reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in the specifications
where such inspections are deemed necessary to verify conformance to this specifi-
cation
4.2
	
	 Acceptance Tests--A procuring activity approvai acceptance test shall be conducted
on each unit submitted for acceptance under the contract to demonstrate suitable
quality, correct assembly, and performance as specified herein
4.3
	
	 Pre-Production Test--The seller shall be responsible for conducting the preproduction
tests specified in the contract or purchase order. Failure of the hand/wrist pro-
tection system to meet any of the specified requirements shall be cause for rejec-
tion
4.3.1 Test Procedure--Shall be prepared by the seller and submitted to the procuring
activity for review and approval. All procedures shall be based upon the test
methods specified herein
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.3.2
	 Test Methods
.3.2.1 Penetration--Penetration tests shall be conducted on the palm section of the sub-
system. Tie sample shall be held rigid while a 4 penny nail mounted in a fixture
is forced against it. The force required for oenetra.tion shall be recorded.
Penetration at forces less than 38.5 lb shall be considered a failure.
	
.3.2.2	 Cut--Cut tests shall be performed on sections of the subsystem from the palm, back
Wand, and the wrist. The sample shall be mounted on a mandrel and a length of sheet
metal on its edge, drawn across the swatch at a velocity of 6 km/hour (3.7 mph).
The sheet metal shall be 21 gauge its edge sharpened to a 60° angle, and a 10 Kg
(22 7b) force will be applied to it as it is drawn across the sample.
Complete	 cing through of the subsystem fabric shall be considered a material
failure.
	
4.3.2.3
	 Heat--Neat tests for conditions a, and b, shall be performed in a manner similar to
that detailed in method 505 of MIL-STD-810 for heat build up with appropriate
modifications to accommodate the desired air temperature radiant flux and exposure
times. The subsystem shall be mounted on a hand form appropriately instrumented
with thermocouples. The test ensemble shall be placed into a chamber and subjected
to the required enviromental conditions. Test conditions shall first be established
in the chamber and then the test sample placed therein for the required exposure
period.
Heat tests for condition c shall be conducted on the palm and finger areas of the
subsystem. Thermocouples shall be attarhed to the inner surface and the assembly
placed on a 950° hot plate pressed down with a force of 4 psi.
	
.3.2.4	 Flame--Flame tests shall be conducted with a commerciall y available natural gas
nozz e. The nozzle shall be fed with natural gas and an air mixture adjusted to
achieve the required flame temperature. The nozzle shall be hand held and the
flame temperature checked with an appropriate thermocouple junction. The flame
shall be directed at the surface of the subsystem at a 45 degree angle from the
normal to that surface. The surface shall be exposed for a 5 second period
	
.3.2.5	 Dexterity--Dexterity test: shall be conducted as described in paragraph 3.4.5. The
subsystem shall be evacuated both in the wet and dry state.
.3.2.6 Gam-- Grip tests shall be conducted on a 112 inch nylon halyard. Test subjects
wearing the hand/wrist protection subsystem shall be able to pull on the halyard
with at least 85 percent of the force that can be exerted bare-handed. The sub-
system shall be evaluated both in the wet and dry state.
	
.3.2.7	 Cold Insulation--Cold insulation test shall be conducted on a maniki6's hand which
emits a sensible heat load. The assembly is placed in an environmental chamber
maintained at a temperature adjusted for the required condition. The inside back
surface temperature of the subsystem shall be recorded for a period of 10 minutes.
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Under these conditions the allowable backside surface (inside) temperature of the
subsystem shall be a minimum of 15°C (59°F)
4.3.2.8	 Water Penetration--Water penetration tests shall be performed by having a test
subject wearing the hand /wrist protector immerse his hand in water up to the wrist-
let. When evaluating conditioned, the subject snail clench and unclench the nana
once every 2 seconds.
4.3.2.9	 Uryabilit,= -Dryability tests shall be conducted as described in paragraph 3.4.9
4.3.2.10	 Donning/Doffing--Donning and doffing tests shall be evaluated on at least 5 test
subjects
4.4 Similarity
 Claim--Whenever the seller intends to use similarity as a basis for any
part pfqua i^ f cation. the following items are to be included in the original pro-
posal submitted to the purchaser:
a) The test report for the approved unit claimed to be similar
b) Cross-sectional drawing of the proposed and qualified units
c) An itemized comparison of detail parts contained in the proposed and qualified
units
5.0
	 NOTES
5.1	 Precedence of Documents--When the requirements of the contract, this or applicable
subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the following precedence shall apply:
a) Contract--Precedence over any specification or drawing
b) D s^^S'eci^ fication--Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifications.
Any eviation from this specification, or from subsidiary specifications where
applicable, shall be specifically approved in writing by the procuring activity
c) Referenced Specification- - Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifica-
't^ ons referenced therein. All referenced specifications shall apply to the
extent specified.
5.2
	 Procuring Activity--As referenced in this drawing shall mean Grumman Aerospace
Corporation.
P:^_:^;,
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	1.0	 GENERAL
The foot/ankle protection subsystem covered by this specification is intended
for general purpose use by firefighters engaged in structural firefighting.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for
bids are a part of this specification to the extent herein specified:
Federal Specifications and Standards
FED-STD-751 Stitches, Seams, and Stitchings
Drawings
PF11200--Integrated Torso/Limb Protection System Ass'y
PF11600--Torso/Limb Protection Subsystem
Other
American National Standard for Men's Safety Toe Footwear (ANSIZ41.1)
American National Standard for Electrical Hazard Safety Toe Footwear (ANSIZ41.4)
American Society for Testing and Materials Procedure F-609 Testing for Static
Slip Resistance of Footweae
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3.0	 REQUIREMENTS
3.1	 General
The foot/ankle protection subsystem specified herein shall incorporate means
to insure that a compatible interface exists between it and the leg covering
of the torso/limb protection subsystem.
3.2	 Design Requirements
3.2.1
	 Sizes--The Boot Ass'y shall be available in full sizes for the same size range as
street shoes. to cover the 95th percentile firefighter.
3.2.2	 Support-- The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall incorporate a ladder shank.
Arch and ankle support are to be provided at the option of the firefighter.
3.2.3	 Dimensions--The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall be designed to meet the
envelope dimensions shown in this drawing.
3.2.4	 Height--The inside height of the Boot Assembly shall not be less than nine (9)
inches. The height shall be measured on a finished system at the inside of
the heel area to the top back of the system. An optional pull up top shall make
the total height 16 inches.
3.2.5
	 Weight--The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall weigh a maximum of 1.8 Kg
(4 lb) for sizes 12 and under.
3.2.6	 Materials--There are no restrictions or limitations or the selection thickness
and use of materials as long as the performance requirements specified herein
are met.
3.2.7	 Repair and Maintainability--The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall be
designed so that all recommended maintenance other than heels and soles can
be performed by firefighters in the firehouse. Recommended repair and
maintenance procedures shall be provided by the seller.
3.2.8
	 Color--The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall be available in black or dark
brown.
3.2.9
	 Recognizabi'1ty--The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall be provided with
retroreflective material.
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3.2.10	 Identification Marking--Each font/ankle protection system shall he marked
and shall include: a) purchaser drawing and dash number, b) date of manufacture
and c) the statement this item neets the requirements of this specification.
3.3	 Construction
3.3.1	 Desipn--There are no other limitations in the design of the foot /ankle protection
subsystem as long as the performance requirements specified herein are met.
3.3.2	 Patterns and Lasts--The seller shall provide the patterns and lasts used .
3.3.3	 Seams and Stitching--Seams and stitching shall conform to FED-STD-751.
3.3.4 Workmanship--The workmanship shall be top quality and all finished items shall
be free from any defects that might detract from appearance or affect service-
ability for the intended use.
3.4	 Performance Requirements
3.4.1
	
	 Impact--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the foot/ankle
protection subsystem shall prevent the toe from being bruised when impacted
with 15 Kg-m (110ft-lb),
3.4.2	 Compression--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the toe shall
not be bruised when compressed by a force of 1140 kg (2500 lb).
3.4.3 Penetration- a) When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the mid-sole
of the foot/ankle protection subsystem shall not be penetrated by a 4 penny
nail when a 400 lb force is applied.
b) The arch shall not be penetrated by a 4 penny nail when a 50 lb force
is applied at right angles to the surface.
3.4.4	 Cut--
a) When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the toe portion of the
foot/ankle protection subsystem shall not be cut through by the rotating
blade of a firefighters' hand-held power saw when held against the toe
by its own weight for five (5) seconds
b) All other areas of the foot/ankle shall not be cut through by the edge
of a protruding piece of sheet metal when the edge is struck at a walking
gait
3.4.5	 Heat--
a) The foot/ankle protection subsystem shall withstand the thermal environments
of Classes 1, 2, and 3 defined in Table 1 without any of the inner surfaces
that contacts the feet or ankles reaching 45 0C (1130F) the pain threshold
b) When subjected to the Class 4 environment defined in Table 1, the inner
surfaces of the foot/ankle protection system shall not exceed the time-
temperature limits presented in Figure 1.
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c) After soaking the exterior of the protector is water folr five (5) minutes, the
system shall witharand the thermal environments of Classes 1.2. and 3 without
resulting in temperatures on the inside of the protector that exceed
45°C (113°F)
d) The firefighter shall be able to stand on a metal surface at 121 0C (2500F)
for ten minutes without any surface of the foot/ankle protection system
reaching 45 C (113 F) the pain threshold
e) The firefighter shall be able to stand in 82°C (180°F) water 3.8 cm (1^ in.)
deep for ten minutes without any inner surface of the foot/ankle protection
system reaching 45°C (1130F) the pain threshold
	
3.4.6	 Flame--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 none of the materials that
comprise the foot /ankle protection s ystem shall ignite, burn. char. melt, or
shrivel, or otherwise visually degrade when exposed to a 650 0C (12000F) flame for
five seconds.
	
3.4.7	 Electricity--When tested in accordance with para granh 4. 1 . 1 the foot/nn!•le
protection system shall limit the current flow to less than three (3) milli-
amperes when there is a 2200 volt AC electrical potential between the outer
surface of the system and the foot. This criterion shall be met with the
outer surface of the system either wet or dry.
	
3.4.8	 Mobility--When tested in accordance , with paragraph 4.3.2, while wearing the
foot /ankle protection system the firefighter shall be able to climb a flight
of stairs at an energy expenditure not more than 10 percent greater than
wearing street shoes
	
3.4.9	 Traction--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2
a) The foot/ankle protection system shall provide the same traction on dry
surfaces as that obtained with Vibram-soled hiking boots
b) The level of traction on wet surfaces shall not be less than 90 percent
of that provided on dry surfaces
	
3.4.10	 Cold Insulation--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the fire-
fighter shall be able to remain in 20 cm (7.9 in.) deep snow at -23°C
(-9.40F) for 30 minutes without feeling discomfort due to cold feet. The
temperature of the inner surface shall not drop below 15°C (59°F).
	
3.4.11	 LiRuid Penetration--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 the
firefighter shall be able to stand in 20 cm ( 7.9 in.) deep water for 30
minutes without water penetrating through the foot/ankle protection system.
The interface between the foot and leg protectors shall prevent water entry
	
3.4.12	 nryability--When tested in accordance with paragraph 4.3.2 a foot/ankle
protection system that has been immersed in water for five (5) seconds shall
be dried ( 75 percent of the absorbed water removed) in either of the follow-
ing ways:
a) twelve ( 12) hours of air drging at room temperature
b) one ( 1) hour in a1 P5°C (203 F) oven	
__	
-
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Donniiig /UofIing--The foot /ankle protection system shall be capable of being
donned or doffed in under fifteen ( 15) seconds
3.5	 Reliability/Durability--Assurance - The seller shall guarantee that the foot/
ankle protection system shall at a minimum satisfy all of the performance
requirements described herein for a minimum period equivalent to two (2)
years service with a busy metropolitan fire company (A fire	 -apany at which
each firefighter responds to approximately 200 alarms per ye ^.
4.0
	 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1
	 Responsibility for Inspection--Unless otherwise specified in the contract or
purchase order, the seller is responsible for the performance of all inspection
requirements as specified herein. The seller may utilize his own 'facilities or
any commercial laboratory acceptable to the procuring activity. The procuring
activity reserves the right to perform any of the inspections set forth in the
specification where such inspections are deemed necessary to verify conformance
to this specification.
4.2	 Acceptance Tests--A
 procuring activity approval acceptance test shall be conducted
on each unit submitted for acceptance under the contract to demonstrate suitable
quality, correct assembly, and performance as specified herein
4.3	 Pie-Production Test --The seller shall be responsible for conducting the pre-
production tests specified herein. Fa'_lure of the foot/ankle protection system
to meet any of the specified requirements shall be cause for rejection
4.3.1	 Test Procedures--Shall
 be prepared by the seller and submitted to the procuring
activity for review and approval. All procedures shall be based upon the test
methods specified herein
4.3.2	 Test Methods
4.3.2.1	 Impact
--Impact tests shall be conducted in accordance with ANSI Z41.1 1967
(R1972) Sr--ndard for Men's Safety Toe Footwear, however impact mass and drop
heights shall be adjusted to approp riate levels
4.3.2.2	 Compression--Compression tests shall be conducted in accordance with ANSI Z41.1,
standard toe compression test, however the load applied increased to 3000 lb
4.3.2.3
	 Penetration--Penetration tests shall be conducted in accordance with ANSI Z41.5
1977 standard with the modification that the entire bottom of foot, including
arch shall be protected. The load is applied at a right angle to the surface at
a required rate of 5 cm/minute (2 inches per minute) ±4%. The load at penetra-
tion will be recorded and values less than 182 kg (400 lb) considered a failure
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14.3.2.4	 Cut--Cut test (a) shall be conducted as specified in paragraph 3.4.4.
Cut test (b), shall be conducted on various surfaces of the subsystem
(toe, heel, instep). The subsystem shall be mounted on.a mandrel and a
length of sheet metal on its edge shall be drawn across the subsystem at
a velocity of 6 km/hr (3.7 mph). The'sheet metal shall be 21 gauge, its
edge will be sharpened to a 60 degree angle, and a 10 kg (22 lb) force will
be applied to it as it is drawn across the subsystem. Complete cutting
through of the subsystem shall be considered a material failure.
4.3.2.5
	 Heat--Heat tests for a, b, and c criteria shall be performed in a manner similar
to that detailed in Method 505 of MIL-STD-810 for heat build-up with appropriate
modifications to accommodate the desired air temperature, radiant flux and
exposure times. During these exposures, a mandrel simulating a foot, ankle,
and calf shall be inserted into the boot to prevent ambient airflow. The
areas of the thermocouple exposed to the footform will be insulated. The
inner surface of the boot will be instrumented with thermocouple junctions.
The conditions shall be established in the chamber first, and then the boot
together with the mandrel and the temperature transducers shall be placed
in the chamber for the required exposure period. Heat tests for d) and e)
criteria shall be conducted using a hot plate and a temperature controlled
bath. In both cases the assembly shall be pressed down with a force of
4 psi
4.3.2.6 Flame--Flame tests shall be conducted with a commercially available natural
gas nozzle. The nozzle shall be fed with natural gas and an air mixture
adjusted to achieve the required flame temperature. The nozzle shall be
hand :geld and the flame temperature checked with an appropriate thermocouple
junction. The flame shall be directed at the surface of the subsystem at a
45 degree angle from the normal to that surface. The sur'ace shall be exposed
for a 5 second period.
4.3.2.7
	
	
Electricity --Electricity tests shall be conducted in accordance with ANSI Z41.4
1976 Standard for Electrical Hazard Safety Toe Footwear.
4.3.2.8 Mobility--Mobility tests shall be performed in accordance with paragraph 3.4.8
4.3.2.9 Traction--Traction tests shall be performed using a spring-force tester to
measure slippage forces. A volunteer shall grasp a 1/2 inch halyard attached
to a spring-force tester which is, in turn, attached to a rigid support. By
leaning backwards, the force at which he slips can be measured. The test
shall be done on wet and dry surfaces wearing the test item, and the results
compared to those obtained wearing vibram-soled hiking boots.
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4.3-2. 10	 Cold Insulation--Cold insulation t.-Nts shall be conducted i l l .u(urdance with
paragraph 3.4.10.
4.3.2.11	 Water Penetration--Water penetration tests shall be performed by fitting the
subsystem with a simulated flexible foot-form around which a blotting paper
has been applied. The weighted boot and foot-form shall then be lowered into
room temperar.ure water and allowed to stand for the 30 minute exposure period
in a normal upright position. During this time, the foot form shall be flexed
to simulate boot flexing during a normal 3 mph walking gait. At the conclusion
of the period the blotting paper is examined for any evidence of seepage, which
would be cause for rejection.
4.3.2.12	 Dryability--Dryability tests shall be performed in accordance with paragraph
3.4.12
4 3.2.13
	 Donning/Doffing--Donning and doffing tests shall be evaluated on at least 5
test subjects
4.4	 Similarity Claim--Whenever the seller intends to use similarity as a basis for
any part of qualification, the following items are to be included in the original
proposal submitted to CAC
a) The test report for the approved unit claimed to be similar
b) Cross-sectional drawing of the proposed and qualified units
c) An itemized comparison of detailed parts contained in the proposed and
qualified units
S.0
	 NOTES
5.1	 Precedence of Documents--When the requirements of the contract, this or applicable
subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the following precedenc e shall apply:
a) Contract--Precedence over any specification or drawing
b) This Specification--Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifications.
Any deviation from this specification, or from subsidiary specifications
where applicable, shall be specifically approved in writing by the procuring
activity
c) Referenced Specification--Precedence over all applicable subsidiary specifica-
tion referenced therein. All referenced specifications shall apply to the
extent specified
5.2	 Procuring Activity--As referenced in this drawing shall mear the purchaser.
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